5 Part Genetic Alchemy Webinar with Cyndi Silva
A Synthesis of Evolutionary Wisdom, Human Design, Gene Keys and Epigenetics

Enrollment Includes:







Your Personal Genetic Profile
Live Webinar Access
Audio/Visual Replays
MP3's downloads
Relevant PDF handouts for each module
Discounted Price on Personal Readings

Each Module will be held live and consecutively on
5 Saturdays starting January 6th at 10:00 am
Pacific Time Zone. Sessions are 90 minutes with a
good portion dedicated to Q & A. This is an interactive
experience and your questions and insights on the
material being delivered is welcome. Discounted
pricing for readings will be available to participants
during the series for those who wish to go deeper into
their personal imprinting.

Upon completion of this course, you will have been introduced to your personal design,
or know it more intimately, and be confident in analyzing the basics of genetic profile for others. You
will also have more aware and intimate connection with the essential self that guides your curiosity and
attraction. This experience is a recalibration which aligns you with the destiny unfolding within.
"A truly comprehensive and deeply relevant profile of the life "specifications" you set forth to
use as the source code for your life. Because Cyndi combines the wisdom and precision of the
I’Ching, Astrology, Spiritual Body, Human Design and the Gene Keys, with her powerful intuitive
capacity, you leave the session with both answers to life-long questions about your inner life and
inspired perspective of how to take advantage of the life you have designed. I recommend
enthusiastically that you give this blessing and insight to yourself."
Laura Hansen, author, international speaker, and consciousness expert
Cyndi Silva is a Somatic Movement Teacher, Communal Leader, Human Design Analyst,
Genetic Intuitive and Creative Visionary. She educates, inspires and empowers individuals
and groups as a facilitator of workshops, webinars, classes and personal sessions.
Cyndi has a natural ability and passion to integrate leading edge scientific research with
timeless mystical concepts. Her role is to transmit wisdom in practical terms that inspires
curiosity in the direction of discovering our intimate purpose and liberating our ever
expanding potential. CyndiSilva.com

Pricing and Registration Now Open at GeneticAlchemy.com
Options for Discounted Pricing When You Register Early. Best Price on or Before December 15, 2017

